Advanced Painting  
ARTS-4316-001/ARTS-5316-001  
Fall, 2020  
Instructor: Ron King  
Course Time & Location: Online/In Person (see details below)  
Office Hours: Anytime via email and/or Zoom  
(kingronal@sfasu.edu)  
Office Phone: (936) 468-4416  
Credits: 3  
Email: kingronal@sfasu.edu  
Prerequisites: Art 100, 110, 210  

NOTE: While under conditions concerning the COVID-19 virus, there are very strict rules for use of the facilities and procedures. It is of utmost importance that you follow each guideline established in order to ensure your safety, and the safety of those around you. Those who cannot follow these procedures will be asked to leave the class space to either take it online, or drop the course. You must wear a mask at all times and maintain a 6’ distance between yourself and others. If you have the slightest indication that you may be sick, I ask that you DO NOT attend class, and instead, get it checked out immediately and inform my via email as soon as possible. We have established a specific taped-zone for your easel, your cart and a chair or stool. You are to keep this area as clean as possible, and return all items from this zone to your locker at the end of each session, as we are sharing our facility with the figure painting class...they will be doing the same. Utilize the sink for clean-up one person at a time. There are no night-time lab hours. If you want to work on your painting outside of class, you'll need to take it home. I've also dispensed with the normal attendance policy for the course to better facilitate your needs during this time. This means, however, that you must be responsible for getting your work completed and finishing the number of paintings that you contract for. As a personal favor to me, I ask that you keep your area tidy and clean your surroundings every single day. I also ask that you be respectful of the use of materials. Please paint at a reasonable scale, as we can only supply you with so much canvas. I alone will determine if you are speeding thru paintings and materials, and I may ask you to supply your own canvas and gesso if I feel that materials are being overly used. There will be no eating in class, nor drinking. If you need to do either, then you need to clean up and remove yourself from our room, as your lack of a mask to do so will expose others to your environment. Please keep your hands as clean as you possibly can. Sanitizer stations are found in the lower and upper
buildings, and nothing beats soap and water. At any point during the course you may switch to using our Zoom meeting for our class meeting (running during the same time), rather than attend in person, but you must be clear with me about your intentions to do so so I can keep some idea of where you are with your work and the class. We all need to be prepared that we may be asked at any point to move the entire class online anyway, so you need to be flexible in this regard.

Remember: While I’m getting rid of the attendance policy during this virus crisis, it does not mean you can skip class. Unless other arrangements are made with me due to health, you must either attend via Zoom or in person.

**COVID-19 MASK POLICY** Masks (cloth face coverings) must be worn over the nose and mouth at all times in this class and appropriate physical distancing must be observed. Students not wearing a mask and/or not observing appropriate physical distancing will be asked to leave the class. All incidents of not wearing a mask and/or not observing appropriate physical distancing will be reported to the Office of Student Rights and Responsibilities. Students who are reported for multiple infractions of not wearing a mask and/or not observing appropriate physical distancing may be subject to disciplinary actions. 

Course Objectives:
The goal of this course is to further technique and develop a painting style, building upon knowledge acquired from previous painting classes taught in the western tradition. All students are expected to complete a contracted amount of paintings, in perspective styles, and follow any instruction that is offered, both in class and/or online.

Intended Learning Outcomes/Goals/Objectives (Program/Student Learning Outcomes):
A. Program Learning Outcomes:
1. Undergraduate students will exhibit proficiency in the application of technical and problem solving skills appropriate to their designated concentration, as well as developing individual creativity: Art Education, Art
History and Art Studio (Advertising Design, Art Metal/Jewelry, Ceramics, Cinematography, Digital Media, Drawing, Painting, Photography, Printmaking, Sculpture).

2. Undergraduate students will compare their progress against models of excellence in the visual arts, which are provided through high quality extracurricular and extramural art activities.

B. Student Learning Outcomes:

1 Students will show their competence in painting by producing work of a high level of proficiency that shows their understanding of different painting approaches.

2 Students will develop the understanding of integrating various approaches into their work by designing and executing work appropriate to the stated goals of the individual project.

3 Students will explain their work to their classmates and other viewers, demonstrating their comprehension of artistic conceptual and formal issues.

4 Students will demonstrate their ability to analyze and compare works of art verbally during critique sessions.

5 Students' work will be judged and critiqued on the demonstrated execution of processes shown during in class demonstrations and on their own original executions of differing approaches.

Evaluation and Assessments (Grading):
You are evaluated based on the success of the projects, your participation and enthusiasm in the class and your attendance and attentiveness. You are expected to demonstrate the willingness to do research, execute and otherwise be involved with the process of painting.

Your grade is figured by totaling a standard series of 4 letter grades, one for each painting (unless we've contracted for a different amount based upon concept), combined with a grade for your presence, research/class dedication (5 letter-grades averaged = total). Attendance for the course means either being on Zoom or in class.

Course Requirements and Expectations:
I am always available through email at any point in the semester to discuss your absences or your current grade standing in private. Painting in oil carries with it certain safety responsibilities. Many of these materials contain metals and other materials that can lead to health problems. It is important that you pay attention to the safety protocols when using dangerous materials such as mineral spirits and oil paint.

GRADE SYSTEM:
A Near perfect attendance and excellent work that exceeds the requirements of the assignment and performance of the class.
B Above average work that demonstrates a thorough understanding of the assignment, with enthusiastic participation in the class.
C Average work that meets the minimum requirements for the course.
D Below average work with minimal involvement in class.
F Failure to accomplish the requirements of the assignments and the contract.

Grades in this class are given on a 100 point scale. Letter grade equivalents are given below.
90-100=A
80-90=B
70-80=C
60-70=D
59 and below=F

Course Evaluations:
Near the conclusion of each semester, students in the School of Art electronically evaluate courses taken within the COFA. As you evaluate this course, please be thoughtful, thorough, and accurate in completing the evaluation. Please know that the COFA faculty is committed to excellence in teaching and continued improvement. Therefore, your response is critical!
In the School of Art, the course evaluation process has been simplified and is completed electronically through MySFA. Although the instructor will be able to view the names of students who complete the survey, all ratings and comments are confidential and anonymous, and will not be available to the instructor until after final grades are posted.

Student Ethics and Other Policy Information:
Attendance and Class Etiquette-Students of this class are expected to follow certain basic rules of conduct. The instructor’s expectations of the student are that the student will:
• attend the class, on time, without early departures.
• have the necessary materials on hand for the class.
• do whatever work is necessary for class preparation outside of class time.
• actively attempt to follow the methods demonstrated in class.
• Be responsive and flexible in trying out suggestions given in critiques and by the instructor.
• Stay focused and on-task throughout the class period.
• Be respectful and cautious in use of the University’s resources.
• Take an active part in your own growth and learning within this course.
Absences and lateness will count against the student’s grade. More than six missed contact hours (two classes) without excuse will reduce the student’s semester grade by 5 points, nine missed hours (four classes) by 10 points, twelve missed hours by 15 points, etc. A student will receive an automatic “F” for this course if he or she misses eighteen contact hours (six class periods), regardless of reason. Excused absences from class are defined only as those for reasons of health, family emergencies and participation in University sponsored events. For an absence to be excused the student must provide satisfactory documentation, such as forms from the Student Health Service or a private physician or an official University listing of excused absences. If you find that you need to miss a class without prior approval, you must notify the instructor by e-mail or by leaving a message on the instructor’s office answering machine at the time of the absence. Students with Disabilities to obtain disability related accommodations, alternate formats and/or auxiliary aids, students with disabilities must contact the Office of Disability Services (ODS), Human Services Building, and Room 325, 468-3004/468-1004 (TDD) as early as possible in the semester. Once verified, ODS will notify the course instructor and outline the accommodation and/or auxiliary aids to be provided. Failure to request services in a timely manner may delay your accommodations. For additional information, go to http://www.sfasu.edu/disabilityservices/

Academic Integrity
Academic integrity is a responsibility of all university faculty and students. Faculty members promote academic integrity in multiple ways including instruction on the components of academic honesty, as well as abiding by university policy on penalties for cheating and plagiarism.

Definition of Academic Dishonesty
Academic dishonesty includes both cheating and plagiarism. Cheating includes but is not limited to (1) using or attempting to use unauthorized materials to aid in achieving a better grade on a component of a class; (2) the falsification or invention of any information, including citations, on an assigned exercise; and/or (3) helping or attempting to help another in an act of cheating or plagiarism. Plagiarism is presenting the words or ideas of another person as if they were your own.
Examples of plagiarism are (1) submitting an assignment as if it were one’s own work that has been purchased or otherwise obtained from an Internet source or another source; and (3) incorporating the words or ideas of an author into one’s paper without giving the author due credit. Please read the complete policy at http://www.sfasu.edu/policies/academic_integrity.asp

Withheld Grades
Semester Grades Policy (A-54) Ordinarily, at the discretion of the instructor of record and with the approval of the academic chair/director, a grade of WH will be assigned only if the student cannot complete the course work because of unavoidable circumstances. Students must complete the work within one calendar year from the end of the semester in which they receive a WH, or the grade automatically becomes an F. If students register for the same course in future terms the WH will automatically become an F and will be counted as a repeated course for the purpose of computing the grade point average.

Materials Notes:

• NO PAINT SHOULD BE WASHED INTO THE SINK!
  - Wipe off brushes and palettes onto paper towels or rags and throw away in appropriate containers (Red lidded container for oil and solvent based materials, trash bins for acrylic materials).
  - Rinse brushes in appropriate solvent or water.
  - Then wash out brushes in sink. Do not run water continuously.
  - Pour used solvent into the container under the spray booth.

• DO NOT LEAVE OPEN CONTAINERS OF PAINT, WATER, OR SOLVENT IN THE ROOM. DO NOT LEAVE PAINTING CUPS BY THE SINK.
• PUT ALL OF YOUR MATERIALS AWAY WHEN YOU LEAVE THE ROOM (INCLUDING YOUR PAINTING)
• IF YOU SPILL, WIPE IT UP. IF ANY MATERIAL FALLS ONTO THE FLOOR, SWEEP IT UP.
• STORE YOUR PERSONAL MATERIAL IN YOUR LOCKERS AND BINS. DO NOT STORE PERSONAL MATERIALS OUT IN THE ROOM, LEANING AGAINST WALLS, ETC.

Health and Safety Notes:
While painting is not an overly dangerous activity, some caution should be exercised in its practice. The most important thing to realize is that the basic materials of paint - pigment, binders and solvents - should be regarded as all being potentially poisonous. Pigment, the coloring agent in paint, may come from heavy metal sources, which can build up in the body over time. Other pigments are suspected carcinogens. Binders, the “glue” that holds the pigment onto the surface, can also be dangerous if ingested, whether it is the acrylic polymer used in acrylic paints or the oils and resins used in oil paints. Finally, the solvents used both in the manufacture of oil paint and in its clean up can cause breathing difficulties and allergic reactions, and are also suspected carcinogens. The easiest way to avoid exposure to these hazards are:
• Never sand a painted surface without wearing a filtering mask of some type, and never use powdered pigment in any form.
• If painting in oil paints, only use no odor mineral spirits for clean up, and do not have containers of solvent open in your studio. (No odor spirits are the only solvent allowed for use in this painting room.)
• Never “experiment” with household or industrial paints or chemicals in your painting: use only student or artist grade art materials.
• Never manipulate paints or medium directly with your hands.
• Never eat or drink around your material or in your studio.
*If you are pregnant or should become pregnant while taking this course, or have a medical condition that could increase your sensitivity to chemical exposure, it is important for you to take all precautions concerning your own personal safety. While reasonable measures have been taken to insure your safety, there is a risk in this class of exposure to material that could prove harmful to persons at risk. Please contact the professor should you have questions or concerns. Students who need accommodations for certified disabilities should work through the Office of Disability Services and then your professor. Knowing that painting materials may be hazardous, use your own common sense when you are dealing with any artist’s materials or processes.